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Everyone is facing problem because of increased price of petrol and diesel. People are looking for
some better options and LPG or gas is one of the best solutions. Nowadays many people are going
for gas conversion, and it is good in both ways one you can save money and second save
environment.

Gas conversion is not an easy task to do at home, but some tips can help you.

Tips to convert your diesel vehicle into gas

â€¢ Remove radiator, exhaust manifolds, intake manifold, air system, ignition system and computer
from the diesel motor. Disconnect transmission and lift out the motor from your vehicle. Ensure to
disable and drain the A/C system. After removing the motor carefully store rest parts and nuts and
bolts.

â€¢ Extract the diesel tank filters and fuel pump, some vehicles comes with embedded fuel pump into
tank.

â€¢ Now you can install gasoline fuel tank and pump. Attach filters and lines with line pipe wrench and
socket set. If you are using old line then, blown out diesel fuel completely. The manifold will require
a new fuel hose to add in the line (it depends on placement of fuel intake). Rear or front fuel intake
will depend on model of the vehicle.

â€¢ Itâ€™s time to install motor and then connect radiator, transmission, exhaust manifolds, existing air
system and other accessories. It will require new computer for the motor. Motor-mount bushing is
recommended then you can connect engineâ€™s electrical wiring and battery.

Once your vehicle gets conversion you will enjoy better mileage and save money. But this is not
end; still you have options to boost performance of your vehicle running on gas. The revolutionary
new idea is â€˜run your vehicle on waterâ€™. May you find it funny or donâ€™t believe, but itâ€™s possible. You
can convert your car to run on water and improve gas mileage.

This conversion not only boosts mileage also reduce CO2 emissions into the air. Itâ€™s not simple
conversion; it is hybrid technology for cars. It uses mixture of water and gas to run engine and boost
mileage. The technology works similar like gasoline, but the difference is â€˜using water instead of oilâ€™.
Just you need to choose a kit and install it into your vehicle to enjoy benefits of hybrid technology.
There are many companies who are manufacturing kit and you can easily get them in the market.
Here are some advantages of hybrid technologyâ€¦

Benefits

â€¢ With the technology you will get improved mileage. Your car will deliver 30% â€“ 50% more mileage.

â€¢ If you live in area that has emission law, this technology will be useful. After gas or diesel
conversion with water, your car will deliver lower CO2. Means you will save your money,
environment and follow the law.

â€¢ The hybrid technology will keep your engine clean and boost power. And if you need more power,
itâ€™s better to use brown or HHO gas combusts, as they are better than gasoline.
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â€¢ It will also reduce your repair cost, as your carâ€™s engine is clean, it will produce better power and
lower emission. Engine durability will improve as well as life.
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Itâ€™s better to save money and your vehicle both and hybrid technology is better in both ways. a Gas
conversion will improve your carâ€™s performance and hybrid will boost its power plus reduce CO2
emission.
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